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Theoretical predictions of trends in spectroscopic properties of gold
containing dimers of the 6p and 7p elements and their adsorption on gold
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�Received 21 April 2010; accepted 19 July 2010; published online 10 September 2010�

Fully relativistic, four-component density functional theory electronic structure calculations were
performed for the MAu dimers of the 7p elements, 113 through 118, and their 6p homologs, Tl
through Rn. It was shown that the M–Au bond strength should decrease from the 6p to 7p homologs
in groups 13 and 14, while it should stay about the same in groups 15 through 17 and even increase
in group 18. This is in contrast with the decreasing trend in the M–M bond strength in groups 15
through 17. The reason for these trends is increasingly important relativistic effects on the np AOs
of these elements, particularly their large spin-orbit splitting. Trends in the adsorption energies of
the heaviest elements and their homologs on gold are expected to be related to those in the binding
energies of MAu, while sublimation enthalpies are closely connected to the binding energies of the
MM dimers. Lack of a correlation between the MAu and MM binding energies means that no
correlation can also be expected between adsorption enthalpies on gold and sublimation enthalpies
in groups 15 through 17. No linear correlation between these quantities is established in the row of
the 6p elements, as well as no one is expected in the row of the 7p elements. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3476470�

I. INTRODUCTION

The heaviest elements 113 through 118 are expected to
be very volatile. The reason for that is very large spin-orbit
�SO� effects on their 7p valence electrons making the 7p1/2
AO less accessible for chemical bonding.1,2 The values of the
sublimation enthalpies, �Hsub, or the formation enthalpies of
gaseous atoms, �Hf�g�, of the heaviest elements obtained via
linear extrapolation in groups 12 through 17 are, indeed, the
lowest in the respective chemical groups.3,4

Volatility is luckily one of the very few properties of the
heaviest elements that can be studied experimentally.5–7

These studies are usually performed with the use of the gas-
phase chromatography technique, whereby single atoms or
molecules are adsorbed on the surface �usually a noble
metal� of detectors located along the chromatography
column.7 The obtained adsorption enthalpies, �Hads, are then
related to �Hsub of macroamounts using an assumed linear
correlation between them.8 So far, such experiments with the
use of gold plated detectors were performed for element 112,
copernicium, Cn, and its homolog Hg.9,10 Recently, first ex-
periments on volatility of element 114 were reported.11,12

The 7p elements 113, 115, and heavier are in the focus of
future experimental gas-phase studies: several long-lives
neutron-rich isotopes suitable for their chemical separation
were recently discovered.13

In our previous work,14 we have estimated �Hf�g� of the
6p and 7p elements on the basis of the four-component den-

sity functional theory �4c-DFT� calculations for their homo-
nuclear dimers, M2. A correlation between dissociation ener-
gies, De, of M2 and �Hf�g� in the chemical groups was used
to deduce �Hf�g� of the heaviest elements. The new values
were shown to be very close to those obtained via linear
extrapolation from the lighter homologs in the chemical
groups. Thus, we stick to the opinion that the 7p elements
should be more volatile than their lighter homologs. This
statement, however, concerns volatility as sublimation.

A principally different case is adsorption of these ele-
ments on metal surfaces, e.g., gold, where the M–Au inter-
action takes place. To predict �Hads of elements 112, 113,
and 114 and their homologs on various metal surfaces,
4c-DFT calculations for intermetallic dimers MM� �M
=Hg,Cn,Pb, and element 114, and M�=group 10 and 11
elements�, as well as for the M–Aun �1�n�120� systems
were performed by us.15–20 It was shown15,19 that De�MAu�
and Eb�M–Aun� �Eb is binding energy� decrease from Hg to
Cn, while De�M2� increases in this direction.21

Further on, −�Hads on gold �predicted19 and measured10�
was shown to decrease from Hg �1.02�0.03 eV� to Cn
�0.54�0.04 eV�,10 while the cohesive energy, Ecoh �equal to
�Hsub�, was to increase from Hg�s� to Cn�s�, according to the
relativistic DFT band-structure calculations.22 These differ-
ent trends are due to the different nature of the M–Au and
M–M interactions �M=Hg and Cn�, i.e., intermetallic one in
the former case and van der Waals in the latter. Thus, no
correlation was established between De�MAu� and De�M2�,
as well as between −�Hads and �Hsub in this group. �There
are some other, predominantly DFT calculations for MAu
and MAun, where n=1–4 and 6.23–26 With the exception of
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Ref. 26, they have all also shown that the Hg–Au bond is
stronger than the Cn–Au one. Comments on Ref. 26 are
given at the end of the article.�

In group 13, the trend in the M–Au bond strength is
related to the M–M one, since it is defined in both cases by
the gradually stabilized np1/2�M� AO. Thus, a decrease in De

of 0.84 eV was found from TlAu to 113Au �Ref. 20� and of
0.42 eV from Tl2 to �113�2.14,27 In group 14, the situation is
similar due to the same reason. Thus, a decrease in De of
1.42 eV was found from PbAu to 114Au �Ref. 17� �1.69 eV
from PbAun to 114Aun� �Ref. 19� and of 1.05 eV from Pb2 to
�114�2.17,27 Both �Hsub and −�Hads should decrease in group
14 with Z according to the theoretical predictions.14,19 �A
review of the recent results can be found in Ref. 28�.

In this work, we present a study of the M–Au bonding
for the entire series of the 6p and 7p elements and make a
comparison with the M–M bonding. We will pay particular
attention to revealing trends in the groups and rows of the
Periodic Table. The interrelation between �Hsub and �Hads

will also be discussed.
In the next section, we give a description of the method

used. Results of the calculations and their discussion are
given in Sec. III. Section IV contains discussion of the ad-
sorption process followed by conclusions in Sec. V.

II. METHOD OF THE CALCULATIONS

For the calculations, we have used our four-component
relativistic density functional theory method developed
within the noncollinear spin-polarized formalism.29 In this
approximation, the total energy is given by the following
expression:

E = �
i

ni��i�t̂��i	 +
 �VNd3r� +
1

2

 �VHd3r� + Exc��,m� �

+ �
p�q

ZpZq

�R� p − R� q�
, �1�

with the density � and magnetization m� expressed as

��r�� = �
i=1

M

ni�i
+�r���i�r�� �2�

and

m� �r�� = − �B�
i=1

M

ni�i
+�r��	
� �i�r�� . �3�

Here, ni are the electronic occupation numbers, r� and R� q are
the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively, and �B

is the Bohr-magneton. The index i runs over all occupied
molecular orbitals M, which are four-component Dirac
spinors. The four-component spin-operator 
� = �
x ,
y ,
z� is
built from the two-component Pauli matrices �� . The Dirac
kinetic operator has the form

t̂ = c�� · p�̂ + c2�	 − I� , �4�

where �� = ��x ,�y ,�z� and 	 are the four-component Dirac
matrices in the standard representation and I is the four-
component unit matrix.

VN represents the potential energy of the interaction of
the electrons with the nuclei

VN = �
p

−
Zp

�r� − R� p�
, �5�

where the index p runs over all nuclei in the molecular sys-
tem, and VH is the electronic Hartree potential,

VH�r�� =
 ��r��

�r� − r�� �
d3r�� . �6�

Application of the variational principle with the constraint of
conservation of the number of electrons leads to the single
particle Kohn–Sham equations in a noncollinear formulation

� t̂ + VN + ṼH +
Exc��,m� �

�
− �B	
�

Exc��,m� �
m�

��i

= �i�i i = 1 ¯ M�. �7�

Here ṼH is the Hartree potential from a model density29 and
M��M is the number of molecular orbitals �MOs�. The non-
collinear formulation allows the magnetization density to
point in any direction at any point of the system under con-
sideration. �A collinear spin orientation can also be treated
with this method.�

The relativistic local density approximation for Exc is
used to achieve self-consistency. For nonlocal corrections,
added perturbatively, the relativistic form �RGGA� �Ref. 30�
of Becke’s GGA for exchange �B88� �Ref. 31� and of Per-
dew’s �P86� �Ref. 32� functional for correlation is used.
Many other functionals such as PW91, PBE, TPSS, etc., are
also implemented in the method, though we will focus our
discussion on the B88/P86 results in order to be able to com-
pare them with the previous.

In all the calculations, optimized numerical basis func-
tions were used with an overall basis set error in the total
energy �converged� below 0.01 eV.29 Such basis sets, as in all
our other publications,17,19–21 are the minimal sets of AOs
plus some optimized “atomiclike” functions.
Thus, for example, the basis set for element 117 is
�Rn�5f5/25f7/26d3/26d5/27s7p1/27p3/27d3/27d5/28s8p1/28p3/2
5g7/25g9/26f5/26f7/2. Similar basis sets were used for other
atoms. Total energies of open-shell systems were calculated
via fixing the occupation numbers of MOs.

The MO composition was studied with the use of the
Mulliken population analysis.33 The accuracy of our methods
�in comparison with experiment and other calculations, also
for all the implemented exchange-correlation potentials� has
been demonstrated in our early publications.17,19–21 Since, to
our knowledge, there are no experimental data for the sys-
tems studied here, we can cite our earlier B88/P86 values for
systems where experimental data are available, e.g., NiAu,
Re�calc.�=2.49 Å and De�calc.�=4.44 eV 29,21 in compari-
son with Re�exp.�=2.52�0.17 Å and De�expt.�
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= �4.43�0.002 eV�, or GeAu, Re�calc.�=2.38 Å and
De�calc.�=3.14 eV in comparison with Re�expt.�=2.38 Å
and De�expt.�=2.83 eV.19 The quality of the calculations for
M2 �M=6p and 7p elements� can be seen from the previous
work.14 As a rule, the B88/P86 Re values are in excellent
agreement with experiment, while De can be slightly, though
systematically, overestimated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Atomic energy levels of the 6p and 7p elements

Atomic data are usually helpful in analyzing molecular
properties. Figure 1 shows 4c-DFT energies of the valence
electrons of the 6p and 7p elements, as well as of Hg and Cn
in comparison with those of gold. One can see that increas-
ing SO splitting of the np AOs, as well as increasing relativ-
istic stabilization of the np1/2 and destabilization of the np3/2
AOs in the groups and rows �the latter is also partially an
orbital effect�, result in the fact that the valence 7p3/2 AOs of
the heaviest elements go in energy and spatial extension �see
Fig. 1�b� in Ref. 14� beyond the valence 6p3/2 AOs of their
lighter homologs. On the basis of the AO behavior, one can
expect a decrease in bonding with gold from the 6p to 7p
homologs in groups 13 and 14, and a relative increase in that
of homologs in groups 15 through 18.

B. Electronic structures of MAu, where M=Tl/113
through Rn/118

The calculated dissociation energies De, vibrational fre-
quencies we, and bond lengths Re of MAu �M=Hg /Cn
through Rn/118� are given in Table I. Binding energies of
MAu in comparison with those of M2 are also depicted in
Fig. 2. First of all, one can see that the shapes of the
De�MAu� curves follow those of the energies of the highest
occupied AOs shown in Fig. 1, which means that, indeed, the
np1/2 AO of elements Tl/113 and Pb/114 and the np3/2 AOs of
Bi/115 through Rn/118 define bonding and the trends. One
can also see that in groups 13 and 14, De�MAu� of the 7p
elements are smaller than De of the 6p homologs, in line with

the trends in the energies of the np1/2 AOs, while in groups
15 through 17, they are about the same. In group 18, a re-
versal takes place, so that De�118Au��De�RnAu�. This is in
difference to the trends in binding energies of the
homonuclear dimers, where De�Hg2��De�Cn2�, De�Bi2�
�De��115�2�, De�Po2��De��116�2�, and De�At2�
�De��117�2� �see discussions in Ref. 14�. The following ex-
plains these unusual trends.

The case of group 12 elements Hg and Cn was discussed
in detail in our previous publications.15–19 We will just men-
tion here that later publications23–26 agreed with our conclu-
sions that De�HgAu��De�CnAu�. The 2c-DFT �BP� values26

given in Table I for comparison are in excellent agreement
with our values. �Comparison with other calculations can be
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FIG. 1. 4c-DFT energies of the valence electrons of the 6p and 7p elements
and those of Cn �the 6d5/2 AO� and Hg �the 6s AO�. The solid line connects
the highest occupied AOs. The valence AOs of gold are also given for
comparison.

TABLE I. Binding energies De �in eV�, vibrational frequences we �in cm−1�,
and bond lengths Re �in Å� of MAu �M are elements Hg/Cn through Rn/
118�.

Molecule �state� Re we De

HgAu �1/2� 2.67 99 0.67
2.68a

¯ 0.62a

TlAu �0� 2.668 141 2.72
2.763b

PbAu �1/2� 2.64 153 2.15
2.63c

¯ 2.04c

BiAu �0� 2.638 145 2.43
PoAu �3/2� 2.639 150 2.26
AtAu �0� 2.644 153 1.97
RnAu �1/2� 3.230 52 0.22
CnAu �1/2� 2.73 74 0.51

2.73a 0.47a

113Au �0� 2.716 144 1.83
114Au �1/2� 2.88 97 0.73

2.84c
¯ 0.72c

115Au �0� 2.892 110 2.44
116Au �3/2� 2.867 114 2.17
117Au �0� 2.835 121 1.87
118Au �1/2� 3.091 79 0.62

a2c-DFT /BP �Ref. 26�.
bADF �BP86� ZORA �Ref. 34�.
c2c-DFT �B88/P86� �Ref. 25�.
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FIG. 2. Calculated dissociation energies of MAu and M2 �M are elements
Hg/Cn through Rn/118�. Filled and open squares are De�MAu� and De�M2�
of the 6p elements, respectively, while filled and open rhomboids are
De�MAu� and De�M2� of the 7p elements, respectively.
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found in Refs. 23–25�. In the present publication, we will
focus, therefore, on the properties of the gold dimers of the
6p and 7p elements.

In TlAu and 113Au �0 ground state�, the last electrons
occupy the 1/2-bonding HOMO composed of the 6s1/2�Au�
and np1/2�Tl /113� AO �see the MO composition in Tables II
and III of Ref. 20�. Bonding in 113Au is weaker than in
TlAu due to the more stabilized 7p1/2�113� AO in compari-
son with the 6p1/2�Tl� AO �see discussions in Ref. 20�. The
trend to a decrease in De�MAu� from Tl to element 113,
therefore, correlates with De�Tl2��De�1132�.

In PbAu and 114Au �1/2 ground state�, additional elec-
trons occupy the next, partially antibonding, 1 /2� HOMO.
�This MO is composed of the np1/2�Pb /114� and 6s�Au�
AOs. See Table III and Fig. 5 of Ref. 19.� De of PbAu and
114Au are, therefore, lower than those of TlAu and 113Au,
respectively. �The properties calculated here are in perfect
agreement with the 2c-DFT B88/P86 ones of Ref. 25, see

Table I. A comparison with other calculations can be found
in the latter reference.� The lower energies of the
np1/2�Pb /114� AO in comparison with the np1/2�Tl /113� AO,
respectively, less suitable for the bond formation with the
6s�Au� AO, give an additional destabilizing effect in these
dimers �Fig. 1�. De�PbAu� is larger than De�114Au� due to
the stronger relativistic stabilization of the 7p1/2�114� AO in
comparison with the 6p1/2�Pb� AO �see discussions in Refs.
17 and 19�. This trend is in agreement with De�Pb2�
�De�1142�.

In BiAu �0 ground state; the next triplet state is higher in
energy�, the 1 /2� HOMO is double occupied. The MOs of
BiAu and energy levels as a function of the interatomic dis-
tance R are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 4�a�, respectively. The
MO composition is given in Table II. De�BiAu� is somewhat
larger than De�PbAu�, because the 6p3/2�Bi� AO donating
electron density on the 6s�Au� AO is higher in energy than
the 6p1/2�Pb� AO �Fig. 1�. 115Au �zero ground state� shows,
however, a remarkable increase in the binding energy with
respect to 114Au, so that its De is almost equal to De�BiAu�.
Analysis of the MO composition �Figs. 3�b� and 4�b� and
Table II� shows that bonding in 115Au is principally differ-
ent in character than that in 114Au and BiAu. In 114Au, the
HOMO is composed primarily of the 7p1/2�114� and 6s�Au�
AOs and is of 1 /2� antibonding character. In BiAu �Fig. 3�a�
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FIG. 3. The MO formation in �a� BiAu and �b� 115Au.
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and Table II�, the HOMO is a combination of the 6p1/2�Bi�
+6p3/2�Bi� and 5d5/2�Au� AOs and is also of 1 /2� character
�see the increasing energy of the 6s1/2�Au� level with de-
creasing R in Fig. 4�a��. �The next 1/2 MO below is a mix-
ture of the 6s�Au�, 5d5/2�Au� and 6p1/2�Bi� AOs�. In 115Au
�Figs. 3�b� and 4�b��, the HOMO is a mixture of the 6s�Au�
and both 7p1/2 and 7p3/2 AOs of element 115. This combina-
tion gives a full �-bonding. �One can see a decreasing energy
of the asymptotic 6s1/2�Au� level with decreasing R in Fig.
4�b�.� Thus, the larger destabilization of the 7p3/2�115� AO in
comparison with the 6p3/2�Bi� AO resulting in its better over-
lap with the 6s�Au� AO changes the character of bonding in
115Au and brings its De close to De�BiAu�. This is in a sheer
contrast with De�Bi2��De�1152� �Fig. 2, see discussions in
Ref. 14�.

In PoAu/116Au and AtAu/117Au �the MO schemes are
similar to those of BiAu/115Au shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�,
except for the number of electrons�, additional electrons fill
in the next higher 3 /2�-HOMO, so that De decreases along
the row �Fig. 2�. De�MAu� are, however, very close for the
homologs in each group, in contrast with the decreasing
De�M2�. The reason for this is the same as in the case of
BiAu and 115Au: the 7p3/2 AOs of the heaviest elements
overlap better with the 6s�Au� AO than the 6p3/2 AOs of the
lighter homologs.

In RnAu/118Au �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��, where the number
of antibonding electrons is the largest �systems with one
electron hole�, De drops drastically. The reason for such a
drop is closed-shell ground states of Rn and element 118
resulting in the large electron-electron repulsion: the last
electron in 118Au is in the strongly antibonding
1 /2� MO of the following composition: 0.60�6s1/2�Au�	
+0.34�7p3/2�118�	. �The 7s and 7p1/2 AOs of element 118 are
not involved in bonding in 118Au. There is no 7p-8s hybrid-
ization either.� 118Au turns out to be more bound than
RnAu, since the 7p3/2�118� AO is more destabilized than the
6p3/2�Rn� AO �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. Such a reversal of the
trend in De�MAu� in this group �Fig. 2� is similar to that
found for De�M2�.14 The higher reactivity of element 118 in
comparison with Rn was also demonstrated by calculations
for other compounds.28

Figure 6 shows equilibrium bond lengths of MAu �see

TABLE II. The MO composition �Mulliken gross population� of BiAu and
115Au.

−E
�eV� Occ Composition

BiAu
De=2.43 eV, Re=2.637 Å

�3.253 0 1 /2���	=0.407�6p3/2�Bi�	+0.359�6s�Au�	
+0.076�6p1/2�Au�	

�4.056 0 3 /2���	=0.902�6p3/2�Bi�	+0.088�5d5/2�Au�		
+0.01 �6p3/2�Au�	

�5.234 2 1 /2���	=0.520�6p1/2�Bi�	+0.218�6p3/2�Bi�	
+0.108�5d5/2�Au�	

�6.251 2 1 /2��	=0.445�6s�Au�	+0.436�5d5/2�Au�	
+0.049�6p1/2�Bi�	

�6.378 2 5 /2�	=1.000�5d5/2�Au�	
�6.823 2 3 /2��	=0.957�5d5/2�Au�		+0.01 �5d3/2�Au�	

+0.034�6p3/2�Bi�	
�7.745 2 1 /2��	=0.532�5d5/2�Au�		+0.14 �5d3/2�Au�	

+0.324�6p1/2�Bi�	

115Au
De=2.44 eV, Re=2.892 Å

�2.582 0 1 /2���	=0.567�7p3/2�115�	+0.309�6s�Au�	
+0.042�6p1/2�Au�	

�3.144 0 3 /2���	=0.933�7p3/2�115�	+0.052�5d5/2�Au�	
+0.007�6p3/2�Au�	

�5.126 2 1 /2��	=0.703�6s�Au�	+0.154�7p3/2�115�	
+0.079�7p1/2�115�	

�5.313 2 5 /2�	=1.000�5d5/2�Au�	
�5.432 2 1 /2��	=0.899�5d5/2�Au�	+0.071�7p1/2�115�	

+0.012�7p3/2�115�	
�5.600 2 3 /2��	=0.961�5d5/2�Au�	+0.012�5d3/2�Au�	

+0.024�7p3/2�115�	
�6.925 2 3 /2��	=0.988�5d3/2�Au�	+0.008�5d5/2�Au�	

+0.003�7p3/2�115�	
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also Table I�. Our Re values for HgAu/CnAu and PbAu/
114Au are in excellent agreement with the 2c-DFT ones of
Refs. 26 and 25, respectively. Our Re�TlAu� is slightly
smaller than the one obtained with the use of the Amsterdam
DFT �BP86� method with the “zeroth-order regular approxi-
mation” �ADF ZORA�.34 This difference is obviously due to
the scalar relativistic approximation of the latter. For the 6p
elements, there is a slight decrease in Re from TlAu to PbAu
due to the decreasing Rmax�np1/2� AOs. In Bi, Po, and At, the
effect of decreasing involvement of the gradually contracted
6p1/2 AO in the row is compensated by increasing involve-
ment of the more extended 6p3/2 AOs, so that Re stay about
the same. There is a drastic increase in Re in going over to
RnAu, related to the weakest M–Au bond among the consid-
ered systems.

Re of the 7p dimers are larger than those of the 6p ho-
mologs. The participation of different types of AO in bond-
ing in TlAu and 113Au explains the longer bonds of the
latter: Rmax of the 7p1/2�113� and 6d5/2�113� AOs are larger
than Rmax of the 6s�Tl� AO �see discussions in Ref. 20�.
Re�MAu� of the 7p elements with Z�113 are larger that Re

of the 6p homologs due to the involvement of the more ex-
panded 7p3/2 AOs. An increase in Re from 113Au to 114Au is
due to some admixture of the 7p3/2 AOs and the fact that the
HOMO in 114Au is of partially antibonding character. The
largest Rmax��7p3/2�AO� of element 115 among the consid-
ered elements �Fig. 1�b� in Ref. 14� explains the slightly
pronounced peak in Re at 115Au, with the exception of
118Au. A further decrease in Re toward 117Au is related to
the steady decrease in Rmax��7p3/2�AO� in the row. A drastic
increase in Re is observed at 118Au related to the weakest
bond among the 7p dimers. A reversal of the trend in the
Re�MAu� values in group 18 corresponds to the reversal of
the trends in their De values. The same trends, perhaps with
larger error limits, are seen in the single-bond covalent
radii.35

Vibrational frequencies of the M–Au �M=Hg–Rn; Cn-
element 118� bond are shown in Fig. 7 �see also Table I�. The
trends in the rows and groups are related to those in the De

values �Fig. 2�, however we of 115Au through 117Au are
lower than that of BiAu through AtAu, respectively.

Effective net charges QM of MAu obtained a result of the
Mulliken analysis33 of the electron density distribution are
given in Table III and shown in Fig. 8. QM show interesting
and different trends in the 6p and 7p rows. Element 113 is
less electropositive than Tl, element 114 is almost equally
electropositive to Pb, while elements 115 through 118 are
more electropositive than their 6p homologs. These trends
can be rationalized by looking at the energy levels of the
valence AOs �Fig. 1�, because there is a charge transfer from
the np�M� AOs to the 7s�Au� AO. Thus, in the sixth row, the
trend in the energies of the 6p1/2�Tl�−6p1/2�Pb�−6p3/2�Bi�
−6p3/2�Po�−6p3/2�At� AOs �Fig. 1� with the maximum at Tl
is related to the trend in the QM values of the corresponding
6p dimers �Fig. 8�. In the seventh row, the trend in the
7p1/2�113�−7p1/2�114�−7p3/2�115�−7p3/2�116�−7p3/2�117�
AO energies, with the maximum at element 115, defines the
trend in the QM values with a peak at 115Au. The trend to a
decrease in QM toward the end of the p-series is in line with
increasing electronegativities of the p-elements in this direc-
tion, due to the increasing affinity toward completing the
p-electron shells. There is, however, a drastic increase in QM

in RnAu and 118Au, because there is no possibility for Rn
and element 118 to accept electron density from Au �as it is
maximally happens in AtAu and 117Au�, so that the density
can only be donated from these elements to Au.

The trends in QM in MAu from the 6p to the 7p elements
are in line with the trends established for lighter MAu ho-
mologs in these groups. For example, in group 14, QM is
0.22 for Ge, 0.25 for Sn, 0.29 for Pb, and 0.31 for element
114. In group 15, QM are 0.09 for As, 0.15 for Sb, 0.21 for
Bi, and 0.45 for element 115. This is also in line with the
trends in the electronegativities in these groups.

IV. ESTIMATES OF THE ADSORPTION ENTHALPIES
ON GOLD

Cluster size convergence studies of the M–Aun binding
energies usually start with n=1, i.e., with the M–Au dimer.
Results of our 4c-DFT calculations for M=Hg, Pb, Cn, and
element 114 interacting with the Aun �1�n�120� clusters
have shown that differences in Eb between the M–Aun sys-
tems stay about the same independent of the gold cluster size
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and adsorption position.19 Thus, trends in De�MAu� can al-
ready give a first indication about trends in Eb�M–Aun� and
finally in −�Hads�M� on gold.

Figure 9 summarizes all known cases of the interaction
of the 6p and 7p elements �as well as of Hg and Cn� with
gold: presently calculated De�MAu�, where M=Hg through
Rn, and Cn through element 118; 4c-DFT calculated19

Eb�M-Aun�, where M=Hg, Pb, Cn, and element 114; calcu-
lated via semiempirical models −�Hads of Hg through Po,
and of Cn through element 116,36 as well as measured
−�Hads of Hg through Rn, and Cn on gold.10,37–41 One can
see that trends in the binding energies of the 6p elements in
the row, predicted and measured, are overall in agreement
with each other; even absolute values are about the same.

For the seventh row, the situation is different. The vari-
ous predictions are in agreement for elements 113 and 114
only. They disagree, however, for Cn and elements 115
through 117. Approximately equal De�MAu� of the group 15
through 17 counterparts calculated here suggest that the
heaviest elements should be almost as strongly adsorbed on
gold as their lighter homologs, while element 118 even stron-
ger than Rn. In contrast, the early predictions via semiempir-
ical models36 show systematically lower −�Hads for all the
7p elements, as well as for Cn. The reason for this difference
is the following. The key parameters of the heaviest elements
used in the models36 �such, e.g., as electronegativity� are
obtained via linear extrapolations with Z in the groups. As a
result, obtained there −�Hads decrease linearly with Z, as
�Hf�g� do. The present relativistic calculations show, how-
ever, that the M–Au bond does not change linearly with Z in
the groups, nor does it generally correlate with the M–M one
�Fig. 2�.

Thus, for Hg and Cn adsorbed on gold, the semiempir-
ical models give a much lower −�Hads�Cn� of 0.12 eV
�Ref. 36� in comparison with −�Hads�Hg�=1.01 eV, while
the 4c-DFT calculated19 −�Hads�Cn� of 0.46 eV and the
measured one of 0.54�0.04 eV �Ref. 10� are higher. In this
group, there should be no correlation between �Hsub�M� and
−�Hads, as was mentioned in the Introduction and discussed
in Ref. 19.

In group 14, relativistic calculations17 show that
De�MAu�, where M=Ge,Sn,Pb, and element 114 does not
decrease linearly with Z, in difference to De�M2� and
�Hsub;

42 a more steep decrease from PbAun to 114Aun is
observed �see Fig. 5 in Ref. 17�. Thus, there is no good
correlation between De�M2� and De�MAu�, as well as be-
tween �Hsub�M� and −�Hads, in this group.

In groups 15, 16, and 17, the situation is totally different.
Figure 10 shows this for group 15 elements, as an example.
One can see that De�M2� �Ref. 14� and �Hsub �Ref. 42� de-
crease with Z, while De�MAu� slightly increase �Table IV�.
One would expect then that −�Hads should also increase
similarly to De�MAu�; however, the semiempirical36 −�Hads

values decrease from Bi to element 115 parallel to �Hsub,
due to a linear dependence on Z. Thus, there is no correlation
in this group between De�M2� and De�MAu�, as well as there
should be no one between �Hsub /�Hf�g� and −�Hads.

In group 18, −�Hads�118� should be larger than
−�Hads�Rn� in accordance with their De�MAu�. In this

TABLE III. Effective charges QM of MAu �M are elements Hg/Cn through Rn/118� �QAu is, respectively,
negative�.

Parameter Gr 12 Gr 13 Gr 14 Gr 15 Gr 16 Gr 17 Gr 18

HgAu TlAu PbAu BiAu PoAu AtAu RnAu
QM 0.14 0.35 0.30 0.20 0.12 0.03 0.16

CnAu 113Au 114Au 115Au 116Au 117Au 118Au
QM 0.07 0.22 0.31 0.40 0.29 0.15 0.18
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group, there is a correlation between De�M2� and De�MAu�,
as well as there should be one between �Hf�g� and −�Hads.

In the rows of the 6p and 7p elements, there is no linear
correlation between De�MAu� and De�M2� �Fig. 2�, as well
as there should be none between �Hsub and −�Hads, since the
type of the M–Au and M–M bonding is different in each
group and does not change in a similar way in the rows.
Figure 11 shows the different trends in the measured �Hsub

�Ref. 42� and −�Hads on gold37–41 for the 6p elements, re-
vealing no good correlation between these quantities �not
really a linear correlation in Fig. 12�. A similar situation is
expected in the row of the 7p elements. It is then self-evident
that a linear �!� correlation between �Hsub and −�Hads, as
that used in Refs. 8 and 40, is not valid throughout the Peri-
odic Table of the elements.

Naturally, extended cluster calculations are needed to
confirm these expectations for �Hads. In this connection, we
would like to comment on the recent publication of Zait-
sevskii et al.26 on the 2c-DFT and fourth-order Møller–
Plesset many-body perturbation theory, MBPT+SO, calcula-
tions of Hg and Cn interacting with small gold clusters,
where the reliability of the relativistic DFT methods in treat-
ing adsorption phenomenon has been questioned. In that ar-
ticle, it was stated that the DFT calculations may underesti-
mate adsorption energies of Hg and especially that of Cn on
gold due to the known deficiency of these methods in treat-

ing closed-shell interactions. �However, all the systems under
study are open-shell systems with a charge transfer, so that
the role of the closed-shell interaction should be negligible�.
The conclusions of Ref. 26 were drawn from the calculations
for the very small M–Aun �M=Hg and Cn; n=1, 4, and 6�
clusters, so that the authors state themselves that their “re-
sults cannot be used for estimating the Cn/Au adsorption
energy quantitatively, because of the simplicity of the cluster
models and possible insufficiency of single-reference pertur-
bation approach.” In addition, the DFT data for HgAu4 pre-
sented in the paper26 deviate from the trends observed in the
rows of MAun �M=Hg and Cn� with increasing “n” �see
Table I there� resulting in Eb�Hg–Au4��Eb�Cn–Au4�. This
is opposite to the relation of the experimental10 −�Hads�M�
on gold and Eb�M–Au4� of Hg and Cn calculated earlier by
these authors.23 This is indicative of a possible error in the
latest calculations.26

Our cluster size converged 4c-DFT calculations19 for
MAun �M=Hg,Pb,Cn, and element 114; 1�n�120�, with
appropriate cluster modeling of the Au�111� surface and for
all possible adsorption positions, have shown excellent
agreement of the binding energies in the preferred sites with
the experiments on Pb and Cn.10 For Hg, adsorption on the
gold surfaces was considered �see page 084713 in Ref. 19�,
and adsorption in the gold surface layers is being presently
studied. For element 114, where both our calculations19 and
those of Zaitsevskii et al.25 indicate that it should be stronger
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TABLE IV. Binding energies De �in eV�, vibrational frequencies we �in cm−1�, and bond lengths Re �in Å� of
group 15 MAu.

Parameter PAu AsAu SbAu BiAu 115Au

De 2.36 2.23 2.25 2.43 2.44
Re

a 2.165 2.282 2.509 2.638 2.892
we 521 296 202 145 110

aThese DFT bond lengths are very close to the sum of the ADF triple–bond covalent radii of Ref. 34 �2.17 Å for
PAu, 2.29 Å for AsAu, 1.50 Å for SbAu, and 2.58 Å for BiAu�. Since the ADF values of Re�MAu� are slightly
large than the 4c-DFT ones �see, e.g., TlAu in Table I�, the MAu bond should be longer than the sum of the
triple bond covalent radii.
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adsorbed on gold than Cn, one has to await the publication of
the most recent experimental observations.12 Therefore, we
state that relativistic DFT is, indeed, a capable approach for
describing adsorption of these elements on metal surfaces, as
long as appropriate surface models are employed.

V. SUMMARY

The 4c-DFT calculations of spectroscopic properties of
the MAu dimers of the 6p and 7p elements have shown that
M–Au bonding changes in a different way in the chemical
groups in going from the sixth to seventh row. Thus, there is
a decrease in the M–Au bond strength in groups 13 and 14,
in line with a decrease in the M–M one. Accordingly, −�Hads

of the 7p elements on gold should be smaller than −�Hads of
their 6p homologs, in line with decreasing �Hsub. In groups
15 through 17, the M–Au bond strength is about the same for
the 6p and 7p homologs, while the M–M one decreases.
Thus, one can expect almost equal −�Hads of Bi and element
115, Po, and element 116, as well as At and element 117 on
gold, while �Hsub should decrease in these groups. In group
18, the 118-Au bond strength is larger than the Rn–Au one,
in line with the M–M bonding. −�Hads�118� should, there-
fore, be larger than −�Hads�Rn�, in agreement with
�Hf�118���Hf�Rn�. Thus, no correlation is found between
the M–Au and M–M bonding, as well as none is expected
between �Hsub and −�Hads on gold in groups 15 through 17.
No linear correlation between these quantities is established
in the row of the 6p elements, as well as none is expected in
the row of the 7p elements. Extended cluster M–Aun calcu-
lations are desirable to confirm these conclusions.

Thus, the case of the p-elements with strong relativistic
effects on their electron shells shows that linear extrapola-
tions of properties, such as De�MAu� or −�Hads, from lighter
homologs in the groups may be unreliable. One can gener-
ally not expect a correlation between the M–M and M–Au
bond strength, as well as between �Hsub and −�Hads �on
gold� in the chemical groups and rows either: needless to say
that bonding of an element with itself is not related to its

bonding with another element �gold�. �A correlation, not nec-
essarily linear, may occur in a group provided the type of
bonding is similar in both cases�. In no case is a linear cor-
relation valid throughout the Periodic Table of the elements.
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